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3.01 User Menu Mod Andrew DiinnenOctober 20, 2013 Mod changes:-Updated the mod to address issues with cards that had already been unlocked.-Updated the mod
to address issues with cards that had already been unlocked.-Added a new option to use a completely new version of the mod.-The first version of the user menu mod
that is now a thing.-Made the mod compatible with the latest version of his mod.-Included a certificate that will be valid until Feb 10,2014,-Added a boxart button, that
will open the user menu window.-Made the mod compatible with the latest version of his mod.-Included a certificate that will be valid until Feb 10,2014.-Added a
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certificate that will be valid until Feb 10,2014.-Added a certificate that will be valid until Feb 10,2014.-Added a certificate that will be valid until Feb 10,2014.-Added a
certificate that will be valid until Feb 10,2014. Change Log: -Updated the mod to address issues with cards that had already been unlocked.-Updated the mod to
address issues with cards that had already been unlocked.-Added a new option to use a completely new version of the mod.-The first version of the user menu mod
that is now a thing.-Made the mod compatible with the latest version of his mod.-Included a certificate that will be valid until Feb 10,2014.-Added a boxart button, that
will open the user menu window.-Made the mod compatible with the latest version of his mod.-Included a certificate that will be valid until Feb 10,2014.-Added a
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